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Selecting two-photon sequential ionization
pathways in H2 through harmonic filtering

Arturo Sopena, ab Henri Bachau,b Fabrice Catoire, b Fernando Martı́n acd and
Alicia Palacios *ae

Recent experiments in gas-phase molecules have shown the versatility of using attosecond pulse trains

combined with IR femtosecond pulses to track and control excitation and ionization yields on the

attosecond timescale. The interplay between electron and nuclear motions drives the light-induced

transitions favoring specific reaction paths, so that the time delay between the pulses can be used as the

tracking parameter or as a control knob to manipulate the molecular dynamics. Here, we present

ab initio simulations on the hydrogen molecule to demonstrate that by filtering the high harmonics in an

attosecond pulse train one can quench or enhance specific quantum paths thus dictating the outcome

of the reaction. It is then possible to discriminate the dominant sequential processes in two-photon

ionization, as for example molecular excitation followed by ionization or the other way around. More

interestingly, frequency filters can be employed to steer the one- and two-photon yields to favor

electron emission in a specific direction.

1 Introduction

XUV-pump/IR-probe techniques are by far the most widely
used to date to retrieve dynamical information in atoms and
molecules with attosecond resolution.1–5 The experimental
feasibility of these setups in several laboratories over the world,
with respect to the counterpart XUV/XUV schemes, is mostly
associated with the low repetition rates within reach in the
currently available XUV light sources. Moreover, applications
using XUV attosecond pulse trains (APTs) dominate over the
isolation of a single attosecond pulse,6 which unavoidably leads
to a significant decrease of peak intensity and the difficulty of
controlling the carrier envelope phase. Moreover, the charac-
teristics of APTs make them suitable for specific applications
such as the RABBITT (reconstruction of attosecond beating by
interference of two-photon transitions) technique that exploits
the high temporal resolution provided by each attosecond pulse
within the train and the spectral definition given by the total
duration of the train.7–9 The increasing number of applications

using APTs makes worth current investments to accomplish
XUV conversion with high efficiency10–13 and to design
novel strategies for engineering the XUV frequency combs.14–16

Forthcoming applications are expected to give access to still
unexplored ultrafast processes and/or gain a certain degree of
control of them, as we propose in the present work. A relatively
straightforward approach for tailoring these pulses is the use of
XUV harmonic filtering by means of monochromators,2,17,18 thin
metal filters19,20 or multilayer mirrors.21–23 Al or Sn filters are
routinely used in high harmonic generation techniques.19,24 For
instance, a Sn filter applied to the harmonic spectra generated in
medium gases such as Xe or Ar, allows transmission in the
region below 20–25 eV with a reasonable efficiency, which
enables applications for non-linear XUV optics or the so long
awaited attosecond XUV-pump/XUV-probe experiments.24

In the present manuscript, we investigate the use of a fre-
quency filter as a mean to unravel the coupled electron-nuclear
dynamics in an excited (ionized) molecule by suppressing/
favoring specific multiphoton absorption paths. We first examine
the outcome of realistic XUV APT-pump/IR-probe schemes
employed in previous experimental studies25–28 in the hydrogen
molecule. In this kind of experiments, identification of the
dominant electronic components in the wave packet and
interpretation of the complex and tightly coupled electronic and
nuclear motions induced by the XUV APT requires accurate
theoretical simulations.25–28 These previous works already showed
that one can switch the electronic components in the pumped
wave packet, coherently guiding the associated nuclear dynamics
and, thus, altering the molecular vibrations triggered in the
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neutral. By introducing an IR pulse it is then possible to steer the
ionization and dissociation channels by varying the delay between
pulses, as well as by varying the laser parameters of the XUV
APT.26,27 Moreover, as it will be shown, the IR can further couple
highly excited electronic states with energies lying above the
ionization threshold, whose decay into the continuum proceeds
as the nuclei move apart. These phenomena can only be
accurately reproduced by coupling the electronic and nuclear
degrees of freedom. New experimental efforts are now focused on
identifying relevant few-photon photoexcitation and dissociation
sequences in small gas-phase atoms and molecules by manipulating
the light polarization29–34 or by applying frequency filters.24

Here, we demonstrate the versatility of the latter approach and
how it allows one to unravel few-photon paths in pump–probe
experiments.34 We first examine the multiple excitation and
ionization pathways, which can be disentangled in the simulations
by analyzing different contributions for each symmetry of the
ionized molecule. We then show how, by manipulating the spectral
content of the comb, one could also experimentally select specific
sequential ionization paths, and as a consequence, manipulate the
photoelectron emission direction.

2 Methodology and computational
details

The description of a coherently generated molecular wave
packet by interaction of an attosecond pulse or an APT with
the hydrogen molecule requires a theoretical method that goes
beyond the Born–Oppenheimer approximation to describe both
electronic and nuclear dynamics. A full quantum mechanical
description of molecular dynamics including all degrees of
freedom is only achievable nowadays for the simplest molecules:
the hydrogen molecule, its isotopes and cations,35 and even for
these targets it remains a computational challenge. We compute
the fully correlated two-electron molecular wave function for H2

with our time-dependent Feshbach Close-Coupling (TDFCC)
method, described in detail in ref. 35 and 36. For comprehensive
purposes, we provide a brief review of the method and the
specific parameters employed for the present simulations.
Atomic units are used throughout the following, unless other-
wise stated.

The method numerically solves the full dimensional (excluding
rotation) time-dependent Schrödinger equation:

Ĥ0ðr1; r2;RÞ þ V̂ðtÞ � i
@

@t

� �
Cðr1; r2;R; tÞ ¼ 0 (1)

where Ĥ0(r1,r2,R) is the non-relativistic Hamiltonian of H2

containing all electronic and nuclear (vibrational) degrees of
freedom, and V̂(t) = (p̂1 + p̂2)�Â(t) is the laser-molecule interaction
in the velocity gauge. The field-free molecular Hamiltonian
Ĥ0(r1,r2,R) can be formally written as:

Ĥ0(r1,r2,R) = T̂(R) + Ĥel(r1,r2,R) (2)

where T̂(R) = �rR
2/2m is the nuclear kinetic energy, m the

reduced mass of the nuclei, and Ĥel(r1,r2,R) is the electronic

Hamiltonian including the nucleus–nucleus repulsion potential
term. We expand the time dependent wave function C(r1,r2,R,t)
in a basis of Born–Oppenheimer (BO) states built from products
of electronic and nuclear wave functions. The neutral electronic
states are obtained by direct diagonalization of the electronic
Hamiltonian in a two-electron configurations basis set. We have
employed the Feshbach formalism to calculate the continuum
and autoionizing states, by projecting the same electronic
Hamiltonian onto two orthogonal sub-spaces containing the
resonant and direct components of the wave function. For the
electronic continuum states, we use a multichannel L2 close-
coupling procedure to impose the correct asymptotic behavior.37

In order to reproduce common experimental conditions, the
molecule is always assumed to be initially in its ground
vibronic state, X1S+

g(v = 0). The molecule is then irradiated with
an attosecond pulse train and a few-femtosecond probe pulse
with a central frequency corresponding to the 3rd harmonic of a
800 nm IR pulse. We assume collinear pulses with a polarization
direction parallel to the molecular axis. Therefore, the dipole
selection rules impose that one-photon absorption paths (more
generally, an odd number of absorbed photons) will reach two-
electron molecular states of 1S+

u symmetry, while an even number
of absorbed photons will populate 1S+

g states.
For the pulse durations and frequencies here involved, we

have checked that convergence is achieved including the six
lowest bound sates of 1S+

g symmetry and the six lowest ones of
1S+

u symmetry. For the electronic continuum, the two lowest
ionization thresholds, 1ssg and 2psu states of the molecular
ion, are included with an expansion in angular momenta for
the electron in the continua up to lmax = 7 for both final
symmetries 1S+

g and 1S+
u in the two-electron molecular wave

function. For the specific simulations performed in this work,
we find that the individual contributions of partial waves with
l 4 3 for the emitted electron are more than six orders of
magnitude smaller than those with l o 3. Embedded in the
electronic continuum we have also computed the first two
series of autoionizing states, Q1 (converging to the second
ionization threshold) and Q2 (converging to the third ionization
threshold). The two-electron wave functions are built using a
configuration interaction procedure using one-electron orbitals
resulting from the diagonalization of the full dimensional
one-electron molecular Hamiltonian. These one-electron
eigenstates are in turn expanded in a basis set of coupled
spherical harmonics including angular momenta up to lmax =
16 and 410 B-spline basis functions for the radial components
defined in a finite range up to 60 a.u. We have checked that
the same accuracy was already reached by including up to
300 B-splines in the radial expansion. Such basis set allows
us to properly describe continuum states in the asymptotic
region while avoiding unphysical reflections for the electron.
The vibrational wave functions (bound and dissociative) result
from diagonalizing the nuclear Hamiltonian using the pre-
viously computed electronic potential energy curves. We also
use B-spline functions for the radial component of the nuclear
wave functions, with 240 B-splines defined in a nuclear box of
Rmax = 12 a.u.
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Fig. 1(b) shows the relevant excitation and ionization channels.
It includes the ground state X1S+

g of the neutral molecule, as well
as the bound states (B, B0 and four more) and metastable
autoionizing states (Q1 and Q2 series) of 1S+

u symmetry in dashed
blue lines; the equivalent bound states of 1S+

g symmetry (EF, GK
and three more bounds and the two lowest Q series) in dashed
red; and the two ionization thresholds, 1ssg and 2psu, in black
full lines.

Fig. 1(a) shows the electromagnetic fields that describe our
pump–probe scheme, with the attosecond pulse train (APT)
in blue and the IR field in red. Fig. 1(b) also depicts the
energy comb resulting from the APT in purple shadow, and
the red arrows corresponding to the transitions induced by
the probe pulse. The APT is generated from an 800 nm IR
field and defined with a total duration of 6 fs, leading to
an energy comb including up to the 17th harmonic, with a
central frequency placed at the 9th harmonic of the train (at
13.95 eV) and an intensity of 1.14 � 109 W cm�2. We use as
a probe pulse the 3rd harmonic (o = 4.65 eV) of the same
800 nm IR field that generated the APT, with the same total
duration of the train, 6 fs, and an intensity of 3 � 1011 W cm�2

(https://github.com/jfeist/laserfields). The intensity of the
probe pulse is chosen to be two orders of magnitude larger
than the APT to ensure that the processes that involve the
transition with the frequency of the 3rd harmonic can be
entirely associated with the action of the probe.

3 Pump–probe scheme

We calculate the energy-differential ionization yields that would
be retrieved in the above described pump–probe experiment
(depicted in Fig. 1). Several laboratories are nowadays capable of
reproducing the spectra of the charged fragments as a function
of time delay with attosecond resolution.3

In Fig. 2, we show the photoelectron spectra as a function of
the time delay. The y-axis corresponds to the photoelectron
kinetic energy and the x-axis to the time delay in femtoseconds
(fs). In panel (a), electrons are measured, without distinguishing
whether the molecular cation dissociates or remains bounded.
In Fig. 2(b), we plot the contribution of the dissociative

ionization channel. As can be seen, non-dissociative ionization
dominates, being more than two orders of magnitude larger
than dissociative ionization. With current coincident detection
devices it is still possible to measure this minority channel.4 The
time-delayed photoelectron spectrum for dissociative ionization,
panel (b), shows a significant increase of the yields above 2–3 fs.
For a deeper analysis on the origin of these features, we will
disentangle the contributions from different final symmetries
and cationic states, as well as the corresponding photoions
distributions. These are shown in Fig. 3.

Left panels in Fig. 3 correspond to the photoion energy
distributions as a function of the time delay. Right panels are
the photoelectron counterpart. In our theoretical approach, the
contributions from one- and two-photon absorption paths can
be unambiguously unraveled. We separately plot the signal
associated with each ionization threshold (1ssg and 2psu) for
the two optically allowed final symmetries (1S+

u can be reached
by a one-photon absorption from the ground state and 1S+

g is
only accessible after absorption of one photon of the harmonics
of the comb and one photon from the probe pulse). Panel (a)
[(b)] is the result of adding the yields in the three lowest panels
in the left [right] column.

Panels (c) and (d) show the respective contributions to the
photoion and photoelectron spectra for two-photon dissociative
ionization (final symmetry 1S+

g) through the 1ssg cationic state.
Panels (e) and (f) show the two-photon yields associated
with the 2psu cationic state, where ionization is solely due to
two-photon transitions. And panels (g) and (h) show the
contribution for a final 1S+

u symmetry, which is only signifi-
cantly non-zero for the 1ssg cationic state.

In the left bottom panel, (g), we can see that the nuclear
kinetic energy (NKE) distribution, integrated over all electron
energies, is smooth and presents no modulation with the time
delay. This time-independent signal would point us out to
assume that this signal is mostly due to a one-photon absorption
from the APT alone. Therefore, no dynamical information is encoded
in these yields. Indeed, the signal corresponds, energetically, to
one-photon direct ionization from the ground state after absorption
of the 11th harmonic. Lower harmonics in the comb are not
energetic enough to lead to dissociative ionization and larger ones
are significantly less intense and also less favorable in a vertical

Fig. 1 (a) Vector potential, A(t), for the attosecond pulse train (APT, in
blue) and the 3rd harmonic (red) of a 800 nm IR field. Both pulses are
defined with a total duration of 6 fs and intensities of 1.14 � 109 and 3.0 �
1011 W cm�2, respectively. (b) Energetics and relevant potential energy
curves for the hydrogen molecule (see main text for details).

Fig. 2 Photoelectron spectra: ionization probabilities as a function of the
electron kinetic energy (y-axis) and the time delay between pulses (x-axis).
(a) Total ionization probabilities, including contributions from dissociative
(H + H+ + e�) and non-dissociative (H2

+ + e�) ionization channels.
(b) Dissociative ionization probability.
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transition. The fast decrease of the ionization probability shown in
Fig. 3(g) as the NKE increases has been widely described in previous
works on one-photon direct ionization.38,39 In the photoelectron
spectra, in panel (h), however, one can see a faint oscillating
structure, appearing as stripes at different electron energies, that
were totally washed out in the photoion spectra in (g). One could
assign these features to interferences arising from one- and three-
photon absorption paths, since these paths could optically reach a
1S+

u final state. However, any possible three-photon transitions
involving one of the harmonics of the comb and the probe pulse

or the probe pulse by itself would release electrons at a different
energy. These faint oscillations are however related to the population
of doubly excited states. We have performed truncated simulations
removing the doubly excited states (DES) and observed that these
interference patterns completely disappear. We have further checked
that they are only visible when both DES series of 1S+

u and 1S+
g

symmetries are present, i.e. as long as any of the two series are
absent in the expansion, a smooth photoelectron distribution
appears. Consequently, these features are related to probe-induced
transitions between the DES and the background continua.

The observable of interest is nevertheless the large signal
induced by two-photon absorption paths, since the above-
described faint oscillating features would be hardly visible in
an eventual experiment. We now focus on analyzing the con-
tributions associated with the second ionization threshold, the
2psu, shown in Fig. 3(e) and (f). Ionization through the 2psu

cationic state may result from (i) ionization into the ground
state of the cation followed by excitation of the remaining ion,
or (ii) excitation into the higher states of 1S+

u symmetry followed
by ionization into the 2psu electronic continuum. Both sequen-
tial paths are energetically possible and hard to distinguish
looking at the energy of the fragments, given the relatively wide
bandwidths of the pulses. In the first scenario, the 11th
harmonic ionizes the molecule leaving behind a nuclear wave
packet in the 1ssg cationic state, scenario which evolves in time
moving towards larger internuclear distances. After approxi-
mately 4 fs, the nuclear wave packet reaches internuclear
distances at which the energy difference between the 1ssg

and the 2psu becomes resonant or lower than the frequency
of the probe pulse, which occurs for an internuclear distance
larger than 3.5 a.u. (see Fig. 1(b)). For the second path, (ii), i.e.
excitation following ionization, the 11th harmonic could excite
high-lying states, whose potential energy curves are almost
parallel to the 1ssg as shown in Fig. 1(b) and, after a given
delay, the subsequent absorption of a photon from the probe
pulse could eject an electron leaving the system into the 2psu

ionic state. Further analysis, shown in the next section, is
required to unambiguously disentangle these quantum paths.

The observation of the two-photon signal associated with
the ground state of the cation, plotted in Fig. 3(c) and (d),
requires the combined absorption of the APT, more specifically
the 7th and 9th harmonic, and the probe pulse. In the excitation
process, a molecular wave packet with components from
different electronic states is created, but also involves different
manifolds of vibrational states within the same electronic state.
Experimentally a direct measure of the excitation probabilities is
hardly achievable, but the advantage of a full-dimensional
theoretical method is that one can easily reproduce the pumped
wave packet components that are later traced by the action of the
probe. The excitation probabilities are shown in Fig. 4 as a
function of the vibronic (vibrational + electronic) energies.

The figure shows the vibrational progressions of the singly
excited 1S+

u states. Only those states with a non negligible
population are plotted. As it is shown, the vibrational progression
for the B’ 1S+

u state is solely given by the 9th harmonic, however
the vibrational distribution of the B state presents a double peak

Fig. 3 Dissociative ionization yields (H + H+ + e�) as a function of the
time-delay between pulses (x-axis) and of the kinetic energy of the
charged fragments. Left panels: Photoion spectra. Right side panels:
Photoelectron spectra. (a) and (b) Total dissociative ionization yields as a
function of the kinetic energy of nuclei and electrons, respectively. (c) and
(d) Two-photon dissociative ionization for the 1ssg state as a function of
nuclear and electronic kinetic energies. (e) and (f) Two-photon dissociative
ionization for the 2psu state of the ion. (g) and (h) Dissociative ionization
for an odd number of absorbed photons.
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structure resulting from the transitions induced by the 7th and
the 9th harmonics of the APT. The pumped dynamics could be
thus viewed as the build-up of two nuclear wave packets evolving
in the same B state with different momenta. These complex
electron-nuclear dynamics is imprinted in the ionization yields,
as shown in the dissociative nuclear components of the 1ssg

cationic state plotted in Fig. 3(c) and (d). Experimentally, it is not
possible to distinguish these different channels in the measured
signal, since only the total ionization signals shown in Fig. 3(a)
and (b) would be retrieved. However, as already stated, it is
possible to introduce frequency filters in order to quench specific
quantum paths.

4 Filtering harmonics as a quantum
path selective tool

We have simulated an experiment performed with a frequency
filter, suppressing the generation of the higher harmonics of
the APT. The resulting vector potential of the APT XUV field is
shown in Fig. 5(a), together with the resulting excitation
probabilities after the filter has been applied (Fig. 5(b)).
Introducing an APT where the higher harmonics (49th) have

been filtered out will prevent the one-photon ionization process,
while still leading to almost identical excitation probabilities.

We then analyze the observable that would be measured in
an eventual experiment with the filtered pulse. Fig. 6 shows the
photoion and photoelectron spectra as a function of the time-
delay between the pulses. We now show only the total yields,
because we have checked that they are entirely dominated by
the 1S+

g(1ssg) states, the only ones significantly contributing to
ionization. 1S+

u(1ssg) and 1S+
g(2psu) channels are orders of

magnitude smaller. The most striking feature that can be
extracted from Fig. 6 is that these spectra match, almost exactly,
the distributions shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d). From this comparison,
we can first conclude that ionization into the 2psu state in the
scheme with the unfiltered pulse can only be due to the excitation
of the cation after ionization. Furthermore, these results
demonstrate that by filtering the high harmonics, we are effectively
selecting ionization into a specific channel populated through
a given quantum path, the two-photon sequential path with
excitation by the pump followed by ionization into the cationic
ground state by the probe.

As a solid numerical check to ensure that these distributions
are solely due to excitation by the pump and subsequent
ionization from the probe, we carried out simulations with the
full APT but removing the continuum–continuum couplings,
thus forcing ionization by the probe being only possible through
transitions from the excited states. The resulting probabilities
are almost identical to the ones shown in Fig. 6. The dominance
of the sequential ionization–excitation versus excitation–ioniza-
tion that was observed in the first scheme with the unfiltered
pulse, in Fig. 3(a) and (b), can be understood in terms of
the dominant configurations that define the molecular wave
function. In brief, in the ground state of the molecule the
1ssg1ssg configuration dominates. In the ionization process
ending into the ground state of the cation, the dominant
configuration is [1ssg,l = 1], and exciting the remaining bound
electron from the 1ssg to the 2psu is a very probable transition
that leads to a [2psu,l = 1] configuration. However, the sequential
excitation–ionization process would involve excitation into the
bound electronic states with dominant configurations of the type
1ssgnpsu, with n Z 2, and the subsequent ionization event to
reach the configuration [2psu,l = 1]. For a transition through the
first excited state, where the 1ssg2psu configuration dominates,
ionization into the [2psu,l = 1] continuum would be still

Fig. 5 (a) Vector potential A(t) for an attosecond pulse train after applying
a frequency filter (blue), and the probe pulse with a frequency of the 3rd
harmonic of the generating 800 nm IR field (red). (b) Excitation probabil-
ities for the 1S+

u electronic states for the filtered pulse.

Fig. 6 Photoion (a) and photoelectron (b) distributions for dissociative
ionization as a function of the time-delay for a pump–probe scheme using
a frequency filter.

Fig. 4 Excitation probabilities for the 1S+
u electronic states. We can

distinguish the vibrational progression. Peaked structure results from the
energy distribution of the APT comb. The energy distribution of the APT is
shown as pink shadows.
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significant. However, this channel is not energetically open. It is only
open for the higher states, with n 4 2, but ionization would then
imply a two-active electronic transition, i.e. would be associated to
the electron correlation term, and consequently lead to much lower
signal, almost negligible as shown in the present results.

The suppression of this specific one- and two-photon paths
in the ionization process, allowing for a direct probe of the
excited dynamics by filtering the high harmonics, is also
measurable in the non-dissociative and total ionization yields
(see appendix). Moreover, it can be also used to manipulate the
photoelectron emission direction. As it is known and demon-
strated in several previous experimental and theoretical
works,40,41 the light-induced ionization leading to final
channels with different inversion symmetry allows for a certain
degree of control on the photoelectron emission direction. The
photoelectron angular distributions resulting from a coherent
superposition of one- and two-photon absorption quantum
paths can induce an asymmetry in the electron emission along
the light polarization vector. This asymmetric photoelectron
emission is shown in the left panels of Fig. 7 (for the pump–
probe Scheme 1, with the unfiltered pulse). The resulting
asymmetry depends on both the kinetic energy sharing between

electrons and nuclei and on the time delay between the pulses.
In Fig. 7, we pick a specific energy sharing for the electron
(0.5 eV) and the nuclei (0.2 eV), and vary the time delay between
the pump and the probe. Looking at Fig. 3, it can be seen that
we are selecting a region where only the first ionization thresh-
old contributes (1ssg), but the two-electron final wave packet
has contributions from both 1S+

g and 1S+
u symmetries. In other

words, different angular momenta are contributing to the same
final state, which results in an asymmetric electron emission
with respect to the plane perpendicular to the molecular axis.
More interestingly, since the relative contribution of the states
with different angular momentum varies with the time delay,
the photoelectron angular distribution is also modified. The
suppression of the higher harmonics signal will lead to a
significant variation on the resulting photoelectron emission
asymmetry, even reaching an almost totally symmetric electron
distribution when the transmission of the high harmonics is
fully turned off. The corresponding molecular frame angular
distributions for the pump–probe Scheme 2, where the harmo-
nics above the 9th has been filtered thus suppressing the one-
photon ionization path, are symmetric as shown in the right
panels in Fig. 7, for the same energy sharing and time delays.

5 Conclusion

We have simulated a pump–probe scheme employing attosecond
pulse train as a pump and a few-fs pulse built with the 3rd
harmonic of the generating 800 nm IR field. Harmonic filtering of
the APT has proven to be an efficient strategy to uncover the
dominance of specific sequential paths in two-photon ionization,
as well as a reliable tool to manipulate ionization yields and the
photoelectron direction emission. We have shown that the use of
a frequency filter makes it possible to experimentally unravel the
dominance of ionization–excitation versus excitation–ionization.
The later minority channel can be nevertheless enhanced by
introducing an harmonic filter, allowing us to recover the time-
delay dependencies of the ionization yields that capture the
electron-nuclear dynamics induced in the excited wave packet.
Harmonic filtering thus acts as a selective tool to enhance the
time-delay varying yields that probe the system. It suppresses the
ionization channels that would otherwise prevent the extraction of
the dynamical information in an experimental setup.
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Appendix

Non-dissociative and total ionization
yields

The dynamics of the wave packet created in the excited mole-
cule is also captured in the total ionization yields and in the

Fig. 7 Photoelectron angular distribution for dissociative ionization of H2,
leading to a final electron energy of 0.5 eV and a nuclear kinetic energy of
0.2 eV. Left column: Pump–probe Scheme 1 (as depicted in Fig. 1). Right
column: Pump–probe Scheme 2 using the XUV spectral filter for the APT.
Each row corresponds to a different time delay indicated in the figure.
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resulting vibrational progressions of the cation (H2
+) as a

function of the time delay between the pump and the probe
pulses. Fig. 8 shows the ionization probability of leaving the
cation in each vibrational state as a function of the time-delay
between the pulses. Panels (a) and (c) are the vibrationally-
resolved non-dissociative ionization (NDI) probabilities for
the pump–probe Scheme 1 (unfiltered train) for the final
symmetries 1S+

g (a) and 1S+
u (c), respectively. As discussed in

the main text, in our pump–probe scheme, the ionization yields
are entirely dominated by the one-photon absorption (1S+

u in
panel c) being two orders of magnitude larger than the two-
photon ionization yields (1S+

g in panel a). Fig. 8(c) shows the
expected distribution for one-photon direct ionization of H2,
with a maximum value for v = 2, i.e. the direct vertical transition
from the ground state of the neutral molecule.

Fig. 8(b) and (d) are the results for Scheme 2, after filtering
the higher harmonics (above the 9th harmonic). Consequently,
the 1S+

g is now two orders of magnitude larger than the 1S+
u,

since the one-photon ionization path is suppressed. Panels (a)
and (b) are mostly identical, i.e. the dynamics that would be
measured in an experiment with the filtered train in combination
with the probe pulse is equivalent to retrieve the two-photon
sequential path where ionization strictly follows the XUV-
excitation.

More interestingly, these vibrational progressions vary in
time. At short time delays, a double-peak distribution appears,
because the absorption of the probe is transferring the nuclear
momenta of the excited wave packet (see Fig. 4) into the cation.
There is a wider distribution for the higher vibrational states,
v = 10–15 (with absolute energies around �14.0 eV), which
corresponds to transitions from the higher nuclear momentum

components in the B state and the vibrational components in
the B0 state. There is also a peak at lower vibrational states,
populating v = 0–4, which corresponds to the probe absorption
from the less energetic nuclear wave packet sitting in the B
state and shown in Fig. 4. For larger time delays, however, there
is a more complex modulation in the vibrational progression,
since we have the faster motion of the nuclear wave packet
components in the B state (resulting from the 9th harmonic)
and the slower motion associated with the nuclear wave packet
components in the B state (from the 7th harmonic) and in the
B0 state (from the 7th harmonic).

The enhancement of excitation–ionization with respect to
the ionization–excitation process in the pump–probe scheme
using a frequency filter is also nicely reproduced in the total
ionization yields shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8 Non-dissociative ionization (NDI) probability as a function of the
absolute energies for the vibrational bound states of the cation and as a
function of time-delay. Left panels: Results for the pump–probe scheme
defined in the main text. (a) NDI for a final 1S+

g symmetry, and (c) for a final
1S+

u symmetry. Right panels: Results for the filtered pump–probe
(Scheme 2 in the main text). (b) NDI for a final 1S+

g symmetry, and (d) for
a final 1S+

u symmetry.

Fig. 9 Total ionization yields as a function of the time delay between the
APT and the probe pulse for the scheme with the unfiltered pulse
(Scheme 1, blue lines labeled in the legends as ref. 1) and the scheme
using the APT with the frequency filter (Scheme 2, warm-coloured lines
labeled in the legends as ref. 2). (a) Total non-dissociative (H2

+) and
dissociative (H + H+) ionization signal for each scheme. (b) Total dissocia-
tive ionization yields (H + H+) are plotted again for each scheme in linear
scale, together with the contributions from each cationic state.
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Fig. 9 shows the ionization yields as a function of the time
delay between the APT and the probe pulse, for Scheme 1
(unfiltered APT) and Scheme 2 (filtered APT). In panel (a) of
Fig. 9, we show in blue-coloured lines the non-dissociative
[H2

+(1)] and dissociative [H+(1)] ionization yields for the
unfiltered APT, Scheme 1. The warm-coloured lines, labeled
as [[H2

+(2)] and [H+(2)]] correspond to the NDI and dissociative
ionization for Scheme 2, i.e. using the XUV spectral filter. The
most noticeable feature is the constant value of the NDI yield
for the unfiltered pump–probe scheme, which necessarily
implies that the signal dominated by the one-photon
absorption from the ground state of the neutral molecule can
only be due to the APT alone. Therefore, no dynamical
information is encoded in the NDI channel, which is, indeed,
two orders of magnitude larger than the dissociative one. This
dominance could be partly predicted by simply looking at
Fig. 1(a), where it is clear that the 11th harmonic of the APT
ionizes the molecule, since its energy is almost perfectly
resonant with the vertical transition from the neutral ground
state. In high contrast, for Scheme 2, the 11th harmonic is fully
filtered out, and as a result the one-photon absorption from the
ground is energetically inaccessible for the APT and ionization
is only possible through a two-photon absorption involving
both the APT and the probe pulse. As a consequence, the
ionization rates are two orders of magnitude lower than for
Scheme 1, but we can now retrieve from the photoion yields,
either H+ and H2

+, a direct probe of the excited states dynamics.
The dissociative ionization yields for both schemes show a

modulation in time, although slightly different for each
scheme, which already suggests that different quantum paths
are contributing. In Fig. 9(b), we further disentangle the con-
tribution of the different ionization thresholds to the dissocia-
tive ionization probabilities. Notice that for panel (a) a
logarithmic time scale was employed, but a linear scale is used
in panel (b), so the significant increase of the dissociative
ionization yields for scheme 1, for time delays larger than
3 fs, is more visible. We again use cold-coloured lines for
Scheme 1 and warm colours for Scheme 2. Triangle symbols
correspond to the total dissociative ionization. Dotted lines
with diamonds are the yields associated with the first ioniza-
tion threshold and dotted lines with circles are the yields for
ionization associated to the second ionization threshold, the
purely dissociative 2psu state of the cation. We first notice that
the large increase after 3 fs only appears for Scheme 1, being
entirely due to ionization through the 2psu threshold, as
discussed in the main manuscript from the analysis of the
energy-differential yields plotted in Fig. 3. At short time delays,
t o 2fs, ionization through the 2psu is strictly zero, but at
larger delays it increases and even overcomes the ionization
yield associated with the ground state of the cation, 1ssg

(bluish diamonds) at around 6 fs, reaching a maximum value
around 7 fs of delay. For Scheme 2, i.e. for the filtered APT,
ionization entirely proceeds leaving the cation in its ground
state, with zero probability of ionizing into excited states of the
cation at any time delay. Since we already know that the
excitation dynamics pumped by the train was unchanged with

the presence of the filter, it is clear that the opening of the
second ionization threshold after a given delay is given by a
probe-induced transition between continuum states of the
molecule, which are only possible after one-photon ionization
only accessible by the APT in Scheme 1. The APT ionizes the
molecule leaving the ion in its ground state of the cation. After
a given delay (t 4 2 fs) the probe pulse can further excite the
bound electron into the 2psu state of the cation. This process is
energetically accessible as long as the nuclear wave packet
created upon ionization into the 1ssg cationic state has enough
time to move towards larger internuclear distances, such that
the second photon can be absorbed for a molecular geometry
for which the energy gap between 1ssg and 2psu is smaller.
Fig. 9(b) already reveals that the modulation of the ionization
probabilities with the time delay captured in the Scheme 2,
which would be experimentally achievable, follow the same
modulations as the dissociative ionization yield for the 1ssg

cationic state for Scheme 1.
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